In a previous paper (Arens; these references are to the bibliography of the present paper) there was investigated (in a more general, abstract setting) the process of forming the adjoint operation m*\ Z-XX^Y-defined, for fEZ~, xEX, by ™*(f, x)(y) = f(m(x, y)) (y £ F).
The simple proof that m* satisfies 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 with the same value of M is given in (Arens) . This construction can be iterated, and the previous paper was concerned with showing that, in almost every conceivable sense, the operation m***: X-XY--+Z-is an extension of m. Recall that X, Y, Z are naturally embeddable in X , Y~~, Z~~ resp. Moreover, certain properties, such as associativity, when m has them, are transmitted to m*** (this makes sense only when Y=Z = X). On the other hand, the transmission of commutativity (which makes sense when Y=X) was left open, and will be considered in this paper. This question of commutativity can be generalized as follows. If m satisfies 1.1-1.3, one can define the transposed operation
2. Reduction to functionals. Let Z and W be normed linear spaces, and h be a bounded linear operation of Z into W, in symbols, 2.1 h: Z-^W.
As is well known, there is then induced a bounded linear operation h*, the adjoint of h, of W" into Z~, where for kEW~, h*(k)EZ~ is defined by h*(k)(z) =k(h(z)) for every z in Z. One can go further and construct also h**: Z XW , whose behavior as an extension of h is well known. For the next proposition we have to take a closer look at the "Banach space" K, which always denotes the field of scalars, real or complex. K~ consists of the multiples of 1' where l'(X) =X, \EK; and K~~~ consists of the multiplies of 1" where 1"(1') = 1. Now, if m satisfies 1.0-1.3 with Z = K, then m***(a, ß) is not numerical-valued, but takes its values in K . A numerical-valued functional can be obtained by setting n(a, ß) =m***(a, ß)(l'). Then n(a, ß)l" = m***(a, ß). In this sense, we can speak of m*** as a functional, an extension of m. Now it is generally true that for yEZ , y(h) = (h** o y)(V). In fact, (h**oy)(l')=h**(y(l'))=y(h*(l)), and h*(l)(z) = l'(h(z)) = h(z) so that h*(l') =h. We conclude that h** o m****'(a, ß) 5¿ h** o m***(a, ß).
The assumption that h o m is regular and the above now contradict 2.21 and 2.22. Thus 2.3 is proved.
3. Characterization of m*** by weak convergence. If m satisfies 1.0-1.3, of course m*** is continuous in the norm topology. In this section we make some statements about its continuity relative to "weak" topologies.
Let X be any topological linear space, and let X~ be the space of linear continuous functionals.
Then the p topology in X~ is that topology in which a directed set/,, converges to a limit/ if and only if the numbers f¡,(x) converge to f(x) for every x in X. Besides the p topology, when X is a normed linear space, there is the "bounded" p topology (call it the p topology), in which /" converges to / if, first, the {/"} constitute a bounded set and, second, they converge to/ in the p topology (Dieudonné). Now assume <p is a linear mapping of Xt o Y~ continuous when the p topology is used in both X~ and Y~. We then say <t> is p-p continuous. An analogous definition defines p-p continuity. Of course, 3.1. p-p continuity implies p-p continuity for bounded linear operations.
When X is a normed linear space, and xEX, there is an element a in X such that/(x) =«(/) for every/ in X~. This a we shall consistently denote by x.
3.2. Theorem. Let m satisfy 1.0-1.3. Then 3.21. for fixed ß, resp. y, m*** (a, ß) resp. m'***'^, y) is p-p and also p-p continuous in a; and 3.22. for fixed a, resp. x, m'***t(a, ß) resp. m***(x, ß) is p-p and also p-p continuous in ß.
Proof. Consider first 3.21. Let a"-»0 in the p topology of X . Then, for h in Z , m***(a"ß)(h) = a,(m**(ß,h))-*0; furthermore, wími(aP, y) (A) = m'***(y, <%)(*) = yX»**(«i-*)) = »«**(«,, A)(y)
-«"(««*(*, y))->0.
This, together with 3.1, proves 3.21. The proof of 3.22 is similar.
This result characterizes m*** and m'***'. The next proposition characterizes those m which are regular, that is, for which m*** = m'***t. By an extension n of m we shall mean a bounded bilinear operation satisfying 1.0-1.3 with X, Y, Z replaced by X , F , Z respectively, such that n(x, y) =m(x, y).
3.3. Theorem. Let m satisfy 1.0-1.3. Then the following seven conditions are equivalent.
3.31. m is regular; 3.32. m* is regular; 3.33. m***(a, ß) is p-p continuous in ß for each a; 3.34. m***(a, ß) is p-p continuous in ß for each a; 3.35. m'***'(a, ß) is p-p continuous in a for each ß; 3.36. m has an extension n such that n(a, ß) is p-p continuous in a for each ß and in ß for each a ; 3.37. m has an extension n such that n(a, ß) is p-p continuous in a for each ß and in ß for each a.
The proof of 3.3 is to be based on the validity of the implications 3.31<->3.32, 3.31->3.33->3.34-»3.31->3.35->3.36->3.37->3.31.
For 3.31<->3.32, these are obviously equivalent.
For 3.31->3.33, this follows from 3.2. For 3.33-^3.34, this follows from 3.1. For 3.34-»3.31, first observe that for any a, 3.4 «i'***'(ff, y) = m***(a, y).
In fact, evaluate both sides at hEZ . There will result i»«***'(o!, y)(h)=m'***(y, a)(h)=mt**(a, h)(y)=a(m'*(h, y)) and a(m**(y, h)), respectively. Evaluating each of the arguments here at any x in X yields, after simplification, h(m(x, y)) in both cases. Next we recall that for each ßE Y one can construct a directed set yM£F such that %->/3 in the p topology of F (see Helly's theorem, in the form presented by Kakutani) . We now replace y in 3.4 by y" and take limits, using 3.34. This yields 3.31. For 3.36-»3.37, this follows from 3.1.
For 3.37-»3.31, by the use of Helly's theorem and the continuity properties of m*** and m'***' set forth in 3.2, one can prove that each of the latter extensions coincide with n. We omit the details, since they closely resemble those provided for 3.34-»3.31.
Thus 3.3 is proved. We shall utilize later the implication 3.34->3.31. 4. A condition implying regularity. A weakly compact subset of a normed linear space X is a set which is compact in the weak topology of X induced by the functionals in X~ (see Alaoglu) .
We here study the implications of the following condition, wherein m is supposed to satisfy 1.0-1.3. 4.1. For every positive e there exists a weakly compact subset V contained in the unit ball U of X such that for every x in U there is an xe in T such that for every y in F 4.11 \\m(x -xt, y)\\ = t\\y\\.
This condition is a generalization of "complete continuity," for bilinear functionals, which requires the existence of a finite set Y with the properties mentioned. However, 4.1 is automatically satisfied when X is a Hubert space, or indeed any reflexive space, for by a theorem of Alaoglu and Bourbaki (Alaoglu), U is then weakly compact and may be taken for V with every e. 4.2. Lemma. 7/4.11 holds for every y, then for every ßEY~~ such that \\ß\\ = 1, 4.21 \\m***(x -x(, ß)\\ ie\\ß\\.
We leave the proof to the reader. The following is the main theorem of this section.
4.3. Theorem. Suppose m satisfies 1.0-1.3 and also 4.1. Then m is regular.
Proof. We prepare to apply 3.3 in the form 3.34->3.31. It will suffice to show that m***(a, ß) is p-p continuous at ß = Q, for any fixed a with ||a||;£l.
Since m*** is homogeneous it will suffice to show that for each e>0 and hEZ~ we can find a ^-neighborhood V of 0 in F such that ßE V implies 4.31 \m***(a,ß)(h)\ < 3e.
To the given e, apply 4.1 obtaining a P as set forth.
We now approximate to a, by elements of X. For every finite subset é= {/i, • One then interchanges F and X, applies 4.3, and shows m' to be regular. In particular, it follows that if X or F is reflexive, then m is regular. This fact can also be deduced directly from the definition of m***.
I have not been able to find necessary conditions along the lines of 4.3 involving compact sets. At present we shall have to content ourselves with counterexamples given in the next section. The simplest nonreflexive Banach space that one might approach in order to construct an m which is not regular is undoubtedly (co) in the notation of Banach, for then the conjugate spaces are successively (I) and (m) (see Banach) and thus readily available. However, it so happens that no counterexample with X= Y=(co) is possible, since it is proved by Littlewood that every bilinear functional on (co) X (co) is completely continuous. Thus we obtain the following result.
4.4. Theorem. If m satisfies 1.0-1.3 where X= Y=(c0), then m is regular.
To prove this theorem, one must verify that every such bilinear form belongs to the class considered by Littlewood, but this is easy to do since (co) has a basis. As we pointed out before, m***(a, ß) is not a number, but a multiple pi" of 1" where 1"(1') = 1 and l'(X) = X for \EK. However, we may identify it with p. Hence our final result may be put as follows.
Bilinear forms in (/

Theorem.
Let a, ßE(m)~. Then m***(ß, a) is calculated as follows. Apply a to each row of 5.1, obtaining a sequence of numbers which belongs to (m), and then apply ß to this sequence. The result is m***(ß, a). On the other hand, if ß is applied to each column of 5.1 and then a is applied to the sequence thus obtained, the result is m'***1.
Proof. m***(ß, a)(l') =ß(m**(a, 1'))-the rest is obvious. We are now ready to consider examples of m which are not regular. and we provided that the second term should vanish. By a consideration of the bounded linear functionals on (m) as represented in the paper of Kakutani and Nakamura it is not hard to see that an m as given by 5.1 is regular if (and of course only if) m***(ß, a) =m'***t(ß, a) lor merely those a, ß which are real-valued normed linear algebra homomorphisms of (m) which vanish on the ideal Jx, that is, correspond to points of w~-co where co is the set of integers and co-is its Cech compactification using the discrete topology.
The preceding m can be used to make (/) into an associative commutative normed linear algebra A, by setting M(x, y) = (m(x, y), 0, 0, • • ■ ).
Then m = h o if where A(fi, f2, ■ • • ) =fi. Therefore M is not regular, by 2.2, and hence not commutative, by the remark following 3.3.
